High prevalence of prediabetes among the family members of individuals with diabetes. Findings from targeted screening program from south India.
We aimed to screen for prediabetes, diabetes and other cardiovascular risk factors among family members of people with diabetes registered for care in a primary health centre in South India. During 2017-2018, we screened eligible family members of individuals with diabetes at their homes. We measured fasting capillary blood glucose (FCBG); for those with FCBG≥126 mg/dl, we confirmed the diagnosis of diabetes with fasting plasma glucose (FPG). We defined prediabetes as FCBG between 100 and 125 mg/dl; diabetes as both FCBG and FPG ≥126 mg/dl. We assessed non-communicable disease risk factors using WHO STEPS questionnaire. Of total 884 participants, 873 (99%) underwent screening; 280 (32%) had prediabetes, and 19 (2.2%) were confirmed with diabetes. Of newly diagnosed, 17 (90%) were initiated on treatment. Of 873 participants, 180 (20.6%) were newly diagnosed with hypertension. Of the total, 7.3%, 5.2% and 16% reported tobacco use, alcohol use and high salt intake respectively. Nearly half (48%) had overweight. Though the yield for diabetes is modest (3%), the house to house approach was able to screen 99% of eligible population. High prevalence of prediabetes and undiagnosed hypertension emphasize the need for screening and life style modifications.